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Part One: Sentence Correction (40% ; 4ilm 4 )t) 

Instructions: 

A. Examine the following ten sentences. 
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B. If the sentence is correct in grammar and word usage, write down the sentence number on the 

answer sheet followed by an underlined C. (e.g. 8. C) 

C. If the sentence is incorrect in grammar or word usage, write down the sentence number on the 

answer sheet, copy the error, and then provide your correction following an arrow. 

Example: 

The sentence you examine: 

11. John are a student. 

What you write on the answer sheet: 

11. are~ is 

1. Members of the public were prohibited to feed the animals. 

2. Considering that it might be stolen, the valuable necklace was secretly hidden. 

3. · He is particularly fond of its upper-floor comer suites because the floor-to-ceiling windows in 

their bathrooms, located right at the comer of the building, create an almost dramatic space. 

4. Joseph claimed that he smoked drugs many years earlier, but that he never inhaled. 

5. There had arisen a problem, even before the discussion began. 

6. They discussed about what to do to ease tensions in the Middle East. 

7. Mr. Stark is not so much a mechanic than a hero. 

8. We had a wonderful night; all of us danced with the beat of the music at the party. 

9. Who will take part in the English contest will be announced at tomorrow's meeting. 

10. When spring comes, earth and sky undergo a fresh transformation of sound and colors. 

Part Two: Essay Writing (about 300 words) (60%) 

Write an essay about the essential abilities a college student of Foreign Language and Literature 

Department should develop and your plan of developing these abilities in this school. 


